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The following subjects are considered in this paper:
1. the necessity,
2. materia] possibilities,
3. non-material possibilities,
4. legal regulation and
5 classification into the appropriate category
of crime prevention.
I The Necessity o f Prevention

Today crime prevention is a concept that is extremely widespread.
The view that crime prevention is the most imjfortant means of combating
crime is coming very much into the picture in studies as well as in debates
on crime. But even journals and magazines th at have nothing to do with
the issue, the daily papers as well as the means of mass media tend to use
the notion of crime prevention and the related phrases ever more frequently.
Moreover, "Kék fcny" or Blue Light in English, a popular monthly prog
ramme on Hungarian Television on crime and crime fighting with the in
clusion of the viewers and the public at large has also changed its tone and
attitude: instead of the previous rather harsh approach, the programme
is now adopting a tone and formulation displaying more understandig (but
not one of approval !) of the pereptrator and the offence he/she has com
mitted, and posing a demand for measures designed to prevent crime.
The most significant development in this context, however, is the
first draft of new provisions of the law, a document that has been drawn
up by the Hungarian Ministry of Justice and contains the importance,
fundamental principles, means and organizational framework of crime pre
vention.
I t is, therefore, quite obvious that many people pose the questions:
what is lying behind this rapid change in the approach, what is the reason
for crime prevention working its way so strikingly into the focus of atten
tion? The direct answer to the questions lies first and foremost in the sub18
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stantial increase in crime. In connection with this, however, it must be
repeatedly underlined that /Ac idén c/ crMMC prereM/ion and /Ae dca;n?;d /or
i/.s ¿mpZcn;en/a/Zo^ And arisen in Ao/A .science and /eyi-sia/ion iony Ae/ore /Ae
risiny /rend in crime n*as iden/;/icd.
In TAnnyarian criminal sciences the concept of criminal human be
haviour being influenced through the personality by the objective condi
tions, first and foremostly the prevailing codia! circumstances became
quite general way back in the 196ü's and l!)70's. if this is true, then me
asures designed to prevent crime must be the most effective means of
combating crime. This truth, came to be generally recognized in a few
years following a very sharp increase in crime figures which came in the
wake of the unfavourable changes that took place in social conditions and
as a consequence of the proliferation of social injustices, tensions and con
tradictions. At the same time it also became quite obvious that ¿a -spr/e
r / Ac/ay .<-'?ippcr/cd Ay m?d/?'p/e dccrfmMnd/za/i'on, the <;dmór;'.s7ro/nm c/ pencd
pcs'/me ¿.s' ¿HrnpnA/e o/* pror/d/ny /or o dcrrco.se r / o/ Zen.s/ .s/ayao/roH c/ crime,
re/arrM'ny pMAZic .sccMri/y mAtcA is Arcs¿ro//y /oroMroA/c in /Ac /ore c/ criminoyeK- /or/o?.s y/o?ri?!y ercr .s/ronycr ond n:?d/ipZyiny Mnder /Ae prero;'Zil;y
.sorioZ eondi/ioKS. Obviously, social changes should not be considered as ne
gative ones out of necessity because they bring about an increase in crime.
They are not to be regarded negative from an objective viewpoint if the
point at issue is a transition lasting for a couple of years only, or from a
subjective aspect if someone takes the position th at any increase or decre
ase in crime is independent of the development of society, a view which is
wrong in my opinion.
In its Directives issued for its 13th Congress the Central Committee
of the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party states that "phenomena run
ning counter to the law and violating moral norms are now on the increase;
they include the loosening of discipline, irresponsible approach, negligent
handling of public property, making profit against the law and an attitude
th at is too lenient towards these phenomena."
By relying on the support of public opinion the party, state and so
cial organs should take definite and firm action in order to curb these
negative phenomena, prevent criminal offences and to achieve that the
law is abided by. It is particularly important to safeguard the purity of
public life and to wage consistent struggle against the abuse of power,
personal ties maintained to promote each other's ends, string pulling and
corruption and against all of their manifestations."*
In my opinion the development of crime and other types of deviant
behaviours can be essential characteristics of a society, especially if they
are examined in the long run (over a period of 20 to 30 years). The position
taken by Soviet criminologists is much the same: "An increase in the bre
aches of the law and lasting deterioration of the quality of their structure
offer evidence to the effect th at there are unfavourable processes takine
place in the organization of society".^
If we take a look back on the development made by our socialist so
ciety we cati see that in the postwar years, and, particular, in the initial
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stages of the major transformation when the conditions were in a disarray
and desperate struggle was being waged between the new and the oid both
openly and in a concealed fashion, crime assumed unprecedented dimen
sions and the tendency began to decrease only after the social order had
been stabilized and excesses were eventually brought to an end.
Although there has been no change in our policy of building socialism,
we have been involved in the substantial transformation of our society
over the past fifteen years or so. In this connection the question arises
whether the increase in crime is only a provisional element accompanying
social transformation or it is bound to go hand in hand invariably with
the new social conditions that are in the make.
According to our knowledge accumulated so far. increase in dim e in
the long run is incompatible with the idea of socialism. The classics of
Marxism linked the concept of the socialist social order with the idea of
such a social order in which, apart from some brief spells of transition, so
cial injustices are reduced or make their appearance at a low level.
In the studies, documents and the like relating to crime prevention
the common demand is voiced that concerning the social means of crime
prevention
u f a m i l y education must be made more effective and families with
many children must be given increased support,
7 ) the educational standards of the primary schools must be raised,
c) greater attention should be paid to the lot of children exposed to
danger,
dJ more attention should be devoted to creating favourable oppor
tunities for people in general, but especially for young people to spend
their leisure time usefully, to participate in organized entertainment prog
rammes and to go in form some sport.
e) social injustices prevailing in the wages, at work and in the social
benefits must be reduced as much as possible.
/ ^ socialist awareness, collective spirit and the awareness of respon
sibility should be developed,
g) the struggle for better labour discipline should be intensified,
A) increased struggle should be waged for reducing corruption,
t ) every effort should be made to prevent further increase in the num
ber of people at a social disadvantage.
The measures voiced and to be taken to prevent crime could make up a
long list, but it is obvious from the ones presented above that they are ac
tually measures the overwhelming majority of which have material im
plications.
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2. Materia! Possibilities of Prevention
Under the present difficult economic conditions in which prices con
tinue to rise considerably, real wages decrease and production is at a com
paratively low level, the efforts designed to prevent crime are bound to
pose the question whether or not material investments can be intensified
at all particularly in spheres from which it is expected to contribute to
crime prevention. There are people maintaining that it is practically impos
sible, or they even suggest that the state of affairs is more likely to deterio
rate. Others, however, including myself, are of the opinion that /o/Zo?vñ:y a
cer/a/n reyroap/ny q/ /Ac Ma/ówaZ wcome
amo?m/ o/ money can Ae .sc/
a.só/e Ac spen/ on .soc/a/ prosee/.? /Aa/ can -serve /Ae ends o/ crime preten/ion
ynt/e/atw/raA/y. (There are examples to this effect already.)
However, no major progress can be made in this field even if a system
of more just distribution has been introduced, because we can only distri
bute in a more just manner what we have already produced. If we make a
judgement of the words uttered and statements made by Hungarian econo
mists and politicians, it would be unreasonableto expect any major improve
ment regarding the nation'seconomic conditions in the not too distant future.
It follows then that criminogen factors associated with the social situ
ation and the economic circumstances will continue to prevail rendering
further increase in crime probable. We must be fully aware of the fact
that we cannot satisfy our day-to-day needs by drawing infinite supplies
from the horn of plenty according to our own liking, but by waging a hard
struggle for our subsistence, or lor a better subsistence or by adopting the
method of fiddle and cunning, and very often the extent to which the de
mands are met is very limited.
AH this could be accepted with a sober mind since there are also ne
cessary limits set to the pace of social development. In other words, ?7
ÓHpo.s.siAZe /o cvea/e eon&7/on.s- /e.se?HA//ny /Ao.sc t'n /Ae Cordon q/ A'c/cn ovev?n*yA/, or rn a decode or /no
o AoeAoord eoon/ry ?cAo/ 7/nnyory ?ro.s. Cong/derrny /Ae condd/on-s d is o /oc/ o/ Ais/orie ó?:por/onre /Ao/ in o ;oo//cr o/
/en or /nen/y yeor.s /Ae eonn/ry n-AieA nsed /o Ae de.seriAed os /Ae /arid o/ /Aree
mi//ion Aeyyor.s ro.se /o a /eve/ a/ n AieA /Ae cdixen.s /ead a /i/e ?vor/Ay o/ ma/i.
The core of the problem is that the rate of economic growth has come to a
standstill, or worse than that, compared to the leading market economy
countries the gap between them and Hungary is widening. Under the pre
sent conditions the bright prospects which were outlined in the years that
followed the Second World War practically dimmed if we think of a state
ment made by Lenin in his work bearing the title "The Great Initiative"
and which is most certainly true.
He said, that in the final resort it is the productivity of labour that is
vita) and the most important from the point of view of the victory of the
new social system. He added that capitalism established such standarsd
of the productivity of labour which had been unknown in feudal siceoty.
Socialism can only defeat and will score eventual victory over capitalism
if it can achieve a new and much higher level of productivity.^
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Thus we cannot afford to be misled by day-dreaming in respect of our
social development; we cannot ignore reality, nor can we ignore the ex
pected development of crime. Therefore, we have to make a realistic appro
ach towards the possibility of crime prevention. Regarding the prospects
of Hungary's economy.*
3. Non-Material Possibilities of Prevention
The means of prevention associated with materia! costs and invest
ments constitute only one group of crime prevention. Even if one is poor
and one's needs are satisfied only to a limited extent, one can lead an ho
nest life. A person living under such conditions may well pay due respect
to the materia! wealth, corporal integrity and personality of others. There
are and will be examples to this effect in sufficient number.
To this end, however, several factors are indispensable at the present
standards of our social development. TAey ine/nde yn.s/ dis/riAn/ion Aaged
upon Aread democracy, parpo.siiene.S'.S' o/ a de/inde /ere/ and Za.s/ An/ not feast
caZZiny to account icAi'cA is e?i/brced consistently.
Le me discuss the latter point first. So far as calling to criminal acco
unt is cencerned it is a burning social issue today. The idea th at in calling
to criminal account not the strictness of the sanction but the fact that
calling to account is unavoidable has the decisive role to play in preventing
crime has been reiterated so many times that part of the meaning is almost
lost. By contrast, let me mention that almost half of the criminal offences
that have become known are left to be detected, meaning th a t there is a
high probability of calling to criminal account being dropped altogether.
Calling to criminal account is either scarcely used, or if adopted, it is not
sufficiently firm is characteristic not only of criminal offences but also of
other types of negative behaviours. For example, it is unwise to make
people feel uncomfortable ever so often because of the unprecedented
frequency of price rises which, in turn, weakens their belief in the socialist
system, for incompetence and irresponsibility cause considerable damage
to the country. (In this respect examples can be listed in large numbers)
I do not want to assert that the strengthening of the system of cal
ling to criminal account does not have materia! implications (for any incre
ase in the number of the police staff or in the means at their disposal is a
costly business), but in my opinion, they do not constitute an unbearable
burden even under the adverse economic conditions of today and the ad
ditional expenses can be recovered as a result of a decrease in the damage
caused by crime. Consolidation of discipline is primarily a matter of or
ganization and setting an example.
I only want to refer to the question that whenever the issue of respon
sibility is considered in literature on law, what the authors have in mind
is, as a rule, calling to account linked with some sort of sanction. TAe in/erpre/n/Zon q/ rasponsiAiZdy n-AicA reeoynizes and demands //ad pom/ire re.sponstAi'Zdy, /Aa/ As, ac/in'/y carried on ici'/A /id / re-sponatAiZi/y Ae recoynized,
moreover, d .sAoidd Ae reroynized /o an inereasiny ea/en/ ?'.s Nome/Ainy /Aa/ Aeyan
/o spread ynt/e recen/Zy.s
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In addition to re.span.s/Addy /o Ac Aorne Ay /Ac perhon ?rAo Aas co?nnn7/ed
a crh?Mna7 q^e??ce, /Ac iC-spons/Adí/y q/ /Ac c?'rcMnns/a?rceg, /Ac /a?m7y, yroap
q/*/rfendg, coHcayne^ or /c//o?' -?''orAer.s'. /eader.s w?vó7 also Ac es7aA//.sAcd and
/Aey nuns/ also Ac cu/Jed /o accoM^/ ander /Ae wc?c w/erpre/a/fon q/* /Ae concep/
q/* re.syoM.sÉAi7;7y. 7/ wcnn.s' /aAfny níca.stuc.s
a?r c//br/ /o prere?;/ .s/;?u7ar
C{'CM/.y /ro?M occarr/ny fn. /Ac /?//!OC. The latter is termed "the indirect way
of calling to account" and as such it does not necessariiy mean cal ting to
criminal account penal law. (Expansion and the new interpretation of signalization.)
While listening to people discussing the related problems, you can
often hear the argument th at like in the leading industrialized countries
the rise in crime figures is attributable to the "abundance of goods" to
the more favourable situation prevailing in Hungary than in the other so
cialist countries in several respects". In my opinion, the view discussed
above is much more of a means of compounding with one's own conscience
than of portraying the actual implications. We do not have to go far to be
able to find an opposite example. In Austria, for instance, one of Hungary's
neighbouring countries in which the economy is a capitalist one and it is
market oriented there has been no increase in crime figures recently."
Or if we go far to the east to take Japan as an example, one of the le
ading countries of the capitalist world, until quite recently crime revealed
marked decrease in the country ibr over two decadesJ
I know only too well th a t the highly disciplined way of life which is
characteristic of Japan is not attractive for Hungary, but it has been pro
ved by several evidence that the too loose a way of life adopted in this co
untry is no adequate path either tor the Hungarians to tread along.
Quite the contrary: owing to the low of productivity, it is liable to
bring about conflicts, it is my firm conviction that a more disciplined way
of life could help us make progress and it would also contribute to a decrea
se in crime.
A /nőre yM#/ -sy.y/cn; q/ dés/r/Aa/mw is another major group of the means
of crime prevention not founded upon material means. In theory, it is ge
nerally accepted that distribution according to the quality and quantity
of the work performed is a just principle. Although this principle contains
certain types of injustice stemming from the fact that people's needs are
not adjusted to their ability to work, nevertheless it is more just than any
other principle to govern distribution as a basic concept at the present le
vel of development. However, we grossly violate it because wages and sa
laries, or incomes in general, are not differentiated according to the level
of training, higher level of knowledge or better performance in several
fields. Generally differentiation is made according to the position held and
it is very often completely independent of the quality of the work done.
Accordingly, Muxs/ q/ /Ae .social fnyM&'/icM ru?t Ae ?'dc?:/i/Yed /oday fa /Ae /feM
o/* inconte-s, a-ayea and ea/arte-s. I t is true th at attempts are being made to
improve the situation, but it is also true that it is no easy job at all since a
practice extending to several years has to be changed. Besides, the demands
of productivity must be brought into harmony with the system and extent
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of social assistance, and it cannot be permitted th at we should be left to
learn the value of the work have performed from the incalculable changes
in the market in every case. I t is quite difficult to establish a management
and decision system, a political mechanism which can ensure very broad
democracy.s
I t follows that the social injustices revealed in this field will not be
eliminated overnight. As a result, no rapid and favourable changes can be
expected from these factors of crime prevention either.
T/;e
q/
political prospects and fncrea-suiy Macer/aind/
are very serious criminogen factors in the present phase of our social de
velopment. I t can frequently he heard or read that we have landed in a
"value crisis". Magnificent values of old fade away, values th at have been
believed to be outdated assume fresh brightness and new values arise.
Quite a few people do not simply know what the real values are and in
seeking values they do not have an appropriate compass on hand to guide
them. In this atmosphere of increasing uncertainty social interest necessa
rily lose much of their inqiortance, while individual interests and their en
forcement to the greatest possible extent come very much into the picture.
Pursuing individual interests may well lead to resorting to unjust means
more frequetly than before. This applies, in particular, when there is in
creased probability th at calling to account can be evaded.
Today a substantial proportion of people set excessive material goals
for themselves, objectives that cannot be accomplished in general at the
present stage of our social development. This is attributable, on the one
hand, to the fact that after the liberation of Hungary from fascist rule in
1945, which was the initial period of socialist construction characterized
by a large measure of enthusiasm, the complete building of socialism was
predicted to be round the corner or at least within comparatively easy
reach and socialism which was being built and which was to be accomplis
hed was painted in colours much brighter and richer than those used at
present to portray it. In other words, oar deumads acre diwea^toacd /o
rcry MiMcA fa crce-s.s of our po/ca/iaf.s'. On the other hand, in recent years
there has been a considerable increase in the number of people who, as a
result of more intensive tourism and our broadening economic and cultural
relations with the capitalist countries, tend to iocus their attention first
of all on the standards of the material and technological development of
the states they have visited and come to know and this is the level from
which they pose their demands to be met by socialist social conditions.
And pursuing excessive material goals, expecially under our difficult eco
nomic conditions of today, stimulates many people to satisfy their demands
in a manner running counter to the law.
The economic policy that has been pursued in recent years and which
has "opened the gates to the capitalist countries" and as such it wishes to
provide for an ever wider scope for individual initiatives and individual en
terprising approach renders several principles that have been emphasized
and believed to be socialist ones quite dim. They are, for instance the prin
ciple of collectivist attitude, the superiority of social property to indivi
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dual property, or the market anarchy of capatahst society being inferior to
planned economy — to mention but a few of them, l' ercnc Kozma is quite
right in stating in his work that has aiready been quoted "In an effort to
promote our ability to see things clearly, to act correctly and to put our ide
ological conscience back on the right tract again we have to re-think ?cAe/7;er or до/ омг сои,сер/ о/ /Ас d/olec/íc-s q/ /Ac /orce.s о/ ргос/ис/:ои uad /Ae rela//oa-s o/ prod?a-//oa з/J/ corre.spoad /o /odoy'.s real//// /a /Ae ybrw fa a-AfcA ?ce
Aarc Aeea /eacAfay aad fearafay /Аса; /or .screw/ dcradc.s."
It goes without saying that development renders previous values gra
dually obsolete and it also paves the way for seeking new values. Once they
are found, they are placed into the focus of attention. All this is a natural
process and in this context Robert Hoch's conclusion is quite noteworthy.
He suggests that "society can only be regarded as having been firmly es
tablished in case the received system of values coincides by and large with
what is accepted by the individuals and groups of people, or it becomes part
and parole of their system of ethical values and norms.""'
Justified or not, the criticisms, voiced against the social conditions pre
vailing in the 1950 s and the efforts to find a way out of our present diffi
cult social conditions have been greatly polarizing peoples views about
socialism, planned economy, the market, capitalism, as well as the desired
and unwanted tendencies of our development. TAe Уи/и/*е Znwye q/^ зос/е/у
Аяз йеен иаггоиес/ (/о?еи соизм/eroAh/ езрес/o/h/ /a гезрес/ q/ co//cc//te уЬ;/из,
and /Ac /ndú'/d?adM//c ярргоосА q/ "маАе ма.гОямм a.sc q/ ?;-Aa/ м q//ercd
/о yon /oday /3 yanuny fncrcas/ny y/o?;nd. The tense international situation
which is aggravated with the danger of war looming on the horizon largely
contributes to the complete loss or dimming of prospects as the case might
be. The shadow of the arms race which has been imposed on the world by the
leading western powers and its material implications have a verv depressive
influence to exert on tne social life of our age. In the midst of economic,
political and ideological uncertainties people accommodate themselves
to the idea of individual survival during hard times in very large numbers.
T he representatives of individual interests and the people professing indi
vidualistic. egoistic and selfish views are prevented from satisfying their
demands against the law by possible sanctions to be faced and not by the
recognition that any breach of law is harmful to society and that it causes
damage and sufferings to others.
The very large measure of "privatization" taking place in our society
necessarily brings about endeavours advocating a decrease in possible end
to centralized power and central ideology. The representatives of these
endeavours maintain that prospects extending to the whole society, the
central administrative machinery as well as the guiding ideas have become
unnecessary and as such they should be replaced by local administration
based upon local specificities and by the views elaborated by small groups
of people. The advocates of views of this kind have in my view, lunched an
offensive on the very foundations of the socialist system even if they are
not aware of what they are doing. Opinions of this kind are common mainly
to people who, under the pretext of trying to find a way our. engage in a
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sort of underrating the national seif-esteem instead of creative patriotism
and they do so in favour of the highly developed western societies, above
all, of the United States of America. At the same time they also reveal na
tionalism of the belittling type towards the neighbouring socialist countries,
first of all towards the Soviet Union — as was very correctly stated by
one of the theoretical experts. There seems to be no appropriate intellectual
reaction on the part of the competent people to the ideological distortions
and their consequences. It is virtually impossible to perform efficient crime
prevention activities without firm ideological views of principle and pros
pects and without consistent endeavours to implement them, since the mo
ulding of the mind and education have a fundamental role to play in crime
prevention.
It has been verified by history that considerable development could
only be made in countries in which and in historical periods during which
there were guiding ideas and there was an organized force which was wa
ging consistent struggle for translating them into practice. Obviously it is
no indifferent an issue what ideas come to be predominant. Increased im
plementation of the socialist ideas which are concentrated around a decre
ase in social injustices, ensuring human dignity, humanizing social coexis
tence, democratic government and the administration of affairs can act
by themselves against crime and every kind of negative social phenomenon.
However, ideas and objectives are not sufficient for performing creative
and efficient work. It is also necessary to be more than familiar with the
means, methods and organizations necessary for achieving them and for
operating them appropriately.
The long term ideology of the further development of our society and
outlining them very definitely constitute the basis on which better harmony
can be created between the interests of society as a whole and those of the
individuals.
Re-thinking of the socialist doctrines that have been professed so far,
determination of the means of the development of society and moulding
people's minds adequately are processes that obiously take more than 24
hours. Likewise, curbing egoistic endeavours and deviant behaviours also
takes a considerable time.
It is obvious from what has been said thus far th a t if we want to be
realistic, we have to reckon with further increase in crime in the near fu
ture. But it is equally obvious from the foregoing th at in emse me organize
oar society more adegaatety and ;/ ice consider crime prevention a tash to be
accomplished no? onty by the organs which are assigned the didy o/ combating
crime and the administration q/gnsiice, i/ice endeavour to increasingly ensure
collective and individnai interests on the basis o/socialist democracy, and ivorh
per/ormed property is given appropriate recognition, i/catting to ('criminate
account is made anavoidabte and sociat iygastices are reduced in harmony
ivith the possibilities, then we shatt be in a position to o//er again a ctear pros
pect /or oar sociat devetopment and it ivitt atso bring the rising trend o/* crime
to a hatt to be /ottowed eventaatty by a decreasing tendency.
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4. Lega! Regulation
Recognition of the necessity of crime prevention over a broad range
holds out the hope th at in addition to words, recognition and estimation
of the magnitude of the issue effective measures wi]] a!so be taken to pre
vent crime.
There are different views as to the forms and organizational frame
work in which intensive crime prevention activities should be launched or
carried on as the case might be. On the basis of extensive debates held in
1984 the concept th at the tasks ahead of crime prevention, the related
means and organizational forms should be contained by legal provisions of
the highest level has become fairly general. Several people are of the opi
nion that high level legislation should take the form of a resolution to be
passed by the Council of Ministers, while others suggest that a resolution
to be passed by the Presidential Council would be even wiser. In the course
of these debates it was impssible to identify the importance of the level at
which the resolution should be made with adequate accuracy. But the case
is quite different today when the issue is seen quite clearly, i t is generally
accepted that /Ac present .socad ronddioMs a A- wed as people's awareae.ss q/*
MTid wood in connection ?cdA ccdne and tAe deterioration o/* pntdic secnrity
cad/or ieyaJ procMion.s q/*tAe AiyAeat tecet. By making legislation of this kind
the leaders of the country would express, among other things, that they
are completely determined to wage a relentless struggle against social in
justices and that they attach great importance to securing the citizens'
quiet and overall good feeling. In any case crime prevention is a task to be
accomplished to a very large extent by the government; but there is more
that th at to it, bacause all the social organizations and all citizens must
join in the effort. That is why it is extremely important that a body the
members oi which have been elected by the people or an organ representing
it should make a resolution on crime perevention, and this job should not
be assigned to an organ entrusted to perform the work of execution. In
this manner implementation of the resolution would be obligatory for every
one and for every organ equally but obviously not to the same extent.
5. Classification into the Appropriate Category

The question of the category into which crime prevention should be
classified occupies a central position in the set of the organizational prob
lems of prevention; in other words, the point at issue is the organ or au t
hority which should be made responsible for crime prevention, i t emerged
from the relevant debates as a general opinion th at a central organ of na
tionwide authority should be set up straightaway to be entrusted with the
job of designing, organizing and coordinating all the state and social acti
vities that are concerned with crime prevention. In addition, the national
organ is to be given the following tasks to accomplish:
1. I t should regularly examine and evaluate the situation of crime and
define the most important tasks next in line for prevention in cooperation
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with state and social organs of nationwide authority and fighting crime and
other types of deviant behaviours.
2. It should guide and offer advice to the local (city and county) com
mittees on crime prevention which are existing already and mushrooming
all over Hungary.
The organs of crime prevention and the measures proposed to be taken
to promote prevention obviously serve not only for the prevention of crime
as such and in general, but also for the prevention of other deviant behavio
urs. Crime prevention that is translated into practice as part and parcel of
the social policy pursued necessitates harmonius cooperation within the
whole svstem of organizations. The organs of crime prevention to he set
up are not designed to participate in this cooperation activity as professio
nal (health, educational, and so on) administrative units, but as organs pro
moting the administrative organizations to work more efficiently in perfor
ming their coordinating and control functions, voicing demands
and making available the information in their possession.
The task of recognizing the changes taking place in the tendency,
structure, underlying causes and prevention possibilities of crime and of
directing crime fighting in the knowledge of the above on the theoretical,
organizational and practical areas by relying on the results achieved by
science is also to be assigned to the organs of prevention.
So far as the category into which crime prevention is to be classified
from an organizational point of view there are three solutions adopted in
the socialist countries. In the Soviet Union, for the direction and coordina
tion of instance, crime prevention activities are delegated to be under the
authority of social organizations named Social Basis for Safeguarding
Order. They operate under the supervision of the regional party organiza
tion. In Czechoslovakia, Boland and Rumania, the job of directing and co
ordinating crime prevention is assigned primarily to the prosecutors
Offices.**
In the German Democratic Republic, crime prevention is the responsi
bility of the organs of the state and municipal councils. They invite other
state and social organs to participate in the work of accomplishing crime
prevention tasks.
As can be seen from the above, crime prevention organs are generally
attached to the prosecutors' offices. I t is quite reasonable a method for
while performing its general supervisory duties the prosecutor s office can
act as part of the authorities in relation to every state and social organ in
an effort to organize crime fighting as effectively as possible. In spite of
this, however, I do not consider it an example to follow because ciime pre
vention calls, in the first place, for administrative activities. It is not wise
for the prosecutor's office to embark on performing guiding, coordinating,
valuating and analysing types tasks. I t is more advisable to remain to be a
supervisory body and confine its activities to general supervisory work.
After cosidering the problem several times in appropriate depth 1 am of the
opinion that the central and local organs of crime prevention must be
attached to the machinery of state administration, an institution which
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is in charge of a complexity of activities including those relating to social
educational, health and economic affairs, housing and local planning. In
other words. I consider, in the final resort, the example of the German
Democratic Republic to be followed. I use the term; in the final resort, be
cause under the conditions prevailing in Hungary at present I do not think
it wise to extend the range of authority of the nunicipal councils to cover
crime prevention as well. On the other hand, 1 completely approve of the
idea that the committees in charge of crime prevention should be brought
under the supervision of the organs of state administration (government,
municipal councils) straightaway, fo r the time being these committees
could operate as social orgarrs, hut since they arc designed to ensure the
best possible accomplishment of the tasks of state administration, it would
be quite reasonable to place them under state guidance as long as an ade
quate position is found tor them in the network of state administration.
The position that the Committees (or Councils) orr Crime Prevention to
act as (central or local) social organs should operate under the guidance of
the state was generally accepted in the course of the debates on the issue.
The Preparatory Committees for Entrance to Higher Education, organs
which perform their special educational activities under the direction of the
Ministry ot Culture, are par excellence examples of social organs perfor
ming state duties and operating more than favourably under the guidance
of the state. However, considering the fact that crime prevention is a
highly diverse task (with educational, health, family care and several other
implications), it is beyond any doubt that supervision to be exercised by
the government and the local municipal councils can be the most suitable
means of implementing state guidance. Likewise, it is again the govern
ment and the municipalities that can be expected, first of all, to accomplish
tasks that appear to be expedient. This is the manner in which it can be
achieved most favourably that the obligations coinciding with crime
prevention are observed and made to be observed adequately.
Let me list another major argument in favour of the idea that the
provisions of the law designed to prevent crime should take the form of a
resolution to be passed by the supreme authority of Hungary, the Presiden
tial Council and that the Committees on Crime Prevention, bodies to be set
up at a later date, should operate under the supervision of the government
or the local minicipal councils. In 1976. a resolution was passed by the
Councd of Ministers (No. 2015/1976/IV. 17/MT) which ruled that an lnter-Ministries Committee be set up and operate under the direction of the
Council of Ministers in order to improve public order and public security.
The resolution was passed in the wake of the very correct criminal policy
endeavour which was irradiated from the resolutions made by the Presi
dential Council in 1973. (No. 14/1973 NET) on the guidelines of legal po
licies. \\ hat inspired these resultions was not sheer necessity but science.
It is still to be identified why the resolution passed by the Council of Mi
nisters has not been implemented to the present day. Today, however,
when one of the priority items on the agenda is to prevent a rise in crime
and the deterioration of public security, in other words, what we are actual-
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)y involved is an emergency situation, the approach formuiated anti
poiitical position taken a decade eariier can be an important guidance. It
is, therefore, quite reasonabie that the resolution made by the Presidentiai
Council should pave the way for and underline the importance of intensi
fying the struggle against crime.
*

*

*

It is quite obvious from the ideas discussed in the paper that crime pre
vention is very closely linked with the present situation of society and the
tendencies of its further development. There can be no doubt about it that
a decrease in crime, expecially in the long run, is inseparable from a wellorganized social system which has appropriately established and definite
prospects and which is free from accumulated injustices and tensions, be
sides, it is also closely related to the rational ideological and political aoutlook of the citizens. I believe that we can reach this stage in the shortest
possible time in case we embark on лМф/Му Me геумМгйМл яя<% :-ммел о/
АоМ раз? яя^ргедея( мч'Мом/ аяу ргеум&'сел ая<%/ог?ям%яМ Me сояс1млтял
ме are чАом/ ¿о draw мчМом^ мяу мимеселлагу а<7огям:емМ. УМм м Me o?Jy
reap Mt м'АМА ме сия &е Мме ЖягзчлМ. бесамзе М Miefr М?ие /7;е cM.s.stc.s о/
.1Íягзч'ля! мМо ae/ed гя /Ам ммяяе/'.
So far as the issue of formulating the regulatities and issues is concer
ned it must be repeatedly underlined that сгмяМоМуу мгмл? /огятЫ е Ms
ом я М;еогемм оя ¿wo .separa/c рМяел. On of them is the level of pure theory,
in other words, the plane of the long term occurrence of r e g u l a r i t i e s . ^
The other one is the short term plane, or the level of today, which con
tains the major issues that can be implemented at the moment because the
necessary conditions for translating them into practice either exist or they
can be created in the not too distant future. In the filed of crime prevention
one of the short term issues of the above kind is making legislation of the
highest level to be followed by the establishment of both the central and
local coordinating organs at the earliest {tossible date in an attem pt to get
the current and possible measures of crime prevention implemented wit
hout the slightest delay.
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D1K VORBEUGUNG DPR KRIMINALITÄT UNI) DIE REALITÄTEN
PROF. DR. JÓZSEF VIGH
Obwohl sich die Kriminalität in den letzten Jahren in Ungarn bedeutend steigerte,
stellte diese negative Erscheinung doch nicht die Idee der Kriminulvorbeugung in den Mittel
punkt des gegen die Kriminalität geführten Kampfes, sondern die Entwicklung der Krimi
nologie. Die Steigerung der Kriminalität betreibt natürlich die Rechtsregelung der wirksa
men Krinu'nalvorbeugung und deren Organisationsausbau. Mit Rücksicht auf die schwere
Wirtschaitslage des Bandes, können wir die Massnahmen der Kriminalvorbeugung auch in
solcher Weise gruppieren, ob sie einen bedeutenden materiellen Aufwand erfordern, oder
nicht.
Diejenigen'grundlegenden kriminalvorbeugenden Massnahmen, die in Interesse der
Verbesserung der Sozialiagc der kinderreichen Familien, oder zwecks intensiverer Schulung,
oder der günstigeren Ausnützung der Mussezeit angestcllt werden, verlangen notwendiger
weise bedeutende, materiell!' Mittel. Diese Anforderungen sind teils durch gewisse sozialpohtasche Unterstützungen auch heute zu befriedigen, doch ihre radikalie Tönung ist nur durch
die Steigerung der Produktivität möglich.
Um die Kriminalvorbeugung wirkungsvoller zu gestalten, gibt es heute schon mehr
Chancen, mittels besserer Organisierung der Ariiéit, Steigerung der Verantwortlichkeit,
sowie in gute Richtung durchgeführte Veränderung des Einzel-sowie Gesellschaftsbewusstseins.
Diese, sich in \ orbereitung findende Rechtsregel der Kriminalvorbeugung muss die
Wichtigkeit der Krim inai Vorbeugung und ihre Grundprinzipien bestimmen und das aktuelle
Handlungsprogramm soll von der zustandekommenden Organisation der Kriminalvorbeu
gung je eher entworfen werden.

ПРЕДУПРЕЖДЕНИЕ ПРЕСТУПНОСТИ И РЕАЛЬНОСТИ
ПРОФЕССОР ЙОЖЕФ ВИГ

(РЕЗЮМЕ)
Несмотря на то, что преступность н Венгрии за последние годы значительно
возросла, идея предупреждения преступности оказалась в центре борьбы против
преступности не вследствии такого отрицательного явления, а в результате развития
криминологии. Естественно, рост преступности ускоряет юридическое регулирова
ние предупреждения преступности и его институционную организацию. Ввиду
тяжелого экономического положения страны меры, принимаемые в интересах преду
преждения , можно группировать в зависимости от того, требуют ли они значитель
ных материальных затрат или нет.
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Некоторые основные меры но предупреждению преступности, принимаемые
в интересах улучшения социального положения многодетных семей, более интен
сивного школьного обучения или же для улучшения условий проведения досуга,
естественно требуют более значительных материальных средств. Подобные потреб
ности при некоторой социально-политической поддержке частично могут быть удов
летворены и сегодня, но их коордннальное решение возможно лишь с повышением
производительности труда.
В настоящее время уже имеется больше возможностей, чем раньше для повы
шения еффективиости путем предупреждения преступности, лучшей организации
работы, повышения ответственности, изменения индивидуального и общественного
сознания в правильном направлении.
Готовящаяся к выходу правовая норма о предупреждении преступности дол
жна определить важность и принципы предупреждения, а создаваемая организация
предупреждения должна как можно скорее разработать программу текущих мер.

